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Pork

African Swine Fever is the central issue affecting the global pork 
market. China, Vietnam, and the Philippines are Importing 
record amounts pork globally.

Beef

Consistent staffing is improving for packers; although, there is 
still uncertainty as some states continue to see an uptick in 
COVID cases, causing concerns for beef packers. 

Whole birds are slightly higher. Jumbo and medium breast 
markets have weakened due to current demand levels. 
Tenders, wings and whole bird markets have seen increased 
market levels. Dark meat markets still continue to weaken, 
as export to China is still limited. 

Soybean oil closed last week up slightly and looking to 
continue a climb higher. Supply for soybean oil is good. The 
USDA reported soybean and corn acreage this crop year to 
be lower, which has caused these markets to move higher. 
Palm oil is lower this week as a function of trading and not 
supply and demand.  

Foodservice interest continues to be slow with the closure 
of business due to limited capacity as COVID-19 regulations 
are felt throughout the U.S. End cuts are mostly steady with 
limited trades occurring. Middle meats are among the only 
items that are moving lower and more so for strips than 
short loins and ribs. Ground beef underperformed and is 
fighting for retail ad space. 

The Cheese markets remained relatively flat, only increasing 
by a maximum of $0.025/lb last week. The butter markets 
continue to decline due to heavy inventories. Over the last 
seven days we have seen white egg markets rise while 
brown egg markets fall.

Hog harvests continue to push higher week over week so 
expect to see markets trend lower. Demand for Bone-in 
butts and loins have gained some ground but continues to 
remain steady. Boneless loins, butts, and other bone-out 
specialty made products are still a struggle to make due to 
labor shortages within the plants. Backribs and St. Louis rib 
markets are trending downward. 

Catfish plants saw improvements in fish sizing and 
production with constrained by labor participation. 
Groundfish markets remain stable.  Domestic brown shrimp 
is unavailable until the new season starts in mid-July. Use 
domestic white shrimp as a substitute.
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Potatoes

Asparagus

Idaho supplies are rapidly decreasing, and 
the markets are very active. Large cartons in 
particular are very tight.  Orders may need 
to be subbed into alternative sizes. Demand is lower after July 4th and 

volume is starting to improve 
bringing the market down. Fill rates 
should normalize by mid next week. 
Indications are this is short term relief. 
We will be back into lower supplies 
by August. Quality is reported as 
good.

Corn

Corn marketing easing off a little as holiday 
demand is over. Georgia crop is expected to 
go through most of July. Other local markets 
will start in the Midwest and Eastern 
seaboard. California has moderate supply.

Avocados Broccoli Lettuce and Leaf

Inventories are elevated post-holiday. 
Mexico and California will reduce 
harvest this week. Size curve yielding 
higher percentage 48ct and larger. 
Market remains volatile with product 
available from Mexico, California and 
Peru.

Markets continue to adjust due to 
lower demand and better availability 
across all pack sizes.  Outlook for the 
rest of the month looks to be 
unsettled as unknown swings in 
demand continue to be a challenge 
to forecast. Quality is fair to good 
with occasional brown bead. 

Markets continue to adjust due to 
lower demand this week on romaine, 
romaine hearts , leaf and iceberg 
lettuces.  All are expected to remain 
unsettled for the month of July. 
Quality on romaine, leaf and iceberg: 
mostly fair quality with occasional 
underweight and puffiness, insect 
pressure, and wind burn. 

Onions

Onion markets in both CA and NM are firm. 
Almost all suppliers should be through the 
supply gap early in the week. Larger Reds 
are tighter, heavier volume on the mediums. 
White onions should remain steady.  

Hot House Items

Green Beans Cauliflower Eggplant

Supplies remain shorter in the east. 
Quality is spotty and the market is 
strong. California has moderate 
supplies. The market will remain 
unsettled for the next 7-10 days. 

Supplies continue to improve 
meeting all demand needs. Similar to 
broccoli, as the swings in demand 
continue, this market will remain 
unsettled for the month of July. 
Quality is good with occasional 
discoloration in the form of off-white 
and occasional purpling. 

Tight supplies on eggplant with fancy 
grade being short.  Expect to see 
stronger markets this week.

Beefsteak, TOV - The tomato market remains 
very active with emphasis on tomatoes on 
the vine.  We expect the TOV market to stay 
strong for at least 3-4 more weeks

Garlic

Mix Berries Citrus Peppers-Alert

2019 CA storage crop has come to an end.  
Product from other regions will be seen for 
the next 2-3 weeks.  CA has started its 
harvest, but new product is 2 -4 weeks away 
as it needs time to cure before shipping. 

Blueberries continue to be short for 
some suppliers due to transfer issues 
and rain events in the growing 
regions. Blackberries and raspberries 
are not in an overabundance of 
supply, but due to lower demand 
they are available. 

Lemons: Demand has been fair to 
good. Supplies are light on large 
fancy and heavier on small choice.  
Oranges: Demand overall has been 
slower due to the transition from 
Navels to Valencia’s.  Limes: Supplies 
are good, market steady with average 
quality due to summer heat and 
typical growing cycle. 

Green, red and yellow bells are 
extremely short in the east. New areas 
starting green bells next week. 
California supplies are very limited as 
transition moves to Bakersfield and 
Oxnard. Expect greens to remain high 
for the next 7 – 10 days. Red and 
yellow remain tight in supply with 
active markets.

Strawberry Melons Tomato

Strong markets remain this week and 
lighter supplies are being reported 
across the industry. July’s production 
looks to be down, and markets will be 
unsettled for the rest of the month.  

For honeydews and cantaloupes, 
demand has slowed as the July 4th 
pull has passed. Supplies are 
transitioning from Southern to 
Central California. Quality is good. On 
watermelon, demand is slower and 
the market is adjusting due to ending 
holiday pulls.

East: Supplies from both GA and SC 
are steady with normal demand and 
good quality. 
 
West: Supplies continue to be steady 
from Mexico through Baja, Northern 
CA supplies continue to increase. 
Quality is good with steady demand. 
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